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EW TRANSTEL
NEXT

EW TRANSTEL NEXT

 

EW TRANSTEL NEXT is a new generation alarm transmitter, it allows via the GSM network (SIM card not supplied) to transmit
any type of alarm by voice message; SMS or to a monitoring center.  It has an On/Off input with 8 inputs and 4
outputs.  Programming entirely guided by voice assistance or an integrated Web-server makes it the
easiest product to install in its category and the most complete.  
EW TRANSTEL NEXT is a new generation alarm transmitter, it allows via the GSM network (SIM card not supplied) to transmit
any type of alarm by voice message; SMS or to a monitoring center. It has an On/Off input with 8 inputs and 4 outputs. 

Programming entirely guided by voice assistance or an integrated Web-server makes it the easiest
product to install in its category and the most complete.  Overriding the SIM card PIN code is done
directly on the product (keyboard or Web-server)  A 12V 2Ah lead-acid battery (not supplied)
ensures an operating autonomy of several hours in the event of a power cut.  All events are saved in
a non-volatile memory of more than 50,000 events.  Outputs configurable as remote control can be
activated remotely by SMS; recognition of the calling number or voice server.  A periodic cyclical
test ensures its proper functioning and its connectivity with the GSM network. 

TRANSTEL
Supply 230V

Number of entries 8

Number of outputs 4

On/Off input 1

Microphone input 1

transmission type GSM VOICE/ SMS

Transmission for cyclic test/ mains fault/ low
battery

Programming Voice assistance or Web
server

Telephone numbers for
voice transmission

32

Telephone numbers for
SMS transmission

32

Event memory Integrated
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